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Abstract Frequent itemset discovering has been one essen-
tial task in data mining. In the worst case, the cardinality of
the class of all frequent itemsets is of exponent which leads to
many difficulties for users. Therefore, a model of constraint-
based mining is necessary when their needs and interests are
the top priority. This paper aims to find a structure of frequent
itemsets that satisfy the following conditions: they include a
subsetC10, contain no items of a subsetC ′11, and have at least
an item belonging to subset C ′21. The first new point of the
paper is the proposed theoretical result that is the general-
ization of our former researches (Hai et al. in Adv Comput
Methods Knowl Eng Sci 479:367–378, 2013). Second, based
on new sufficient and necessary conditions discovered just
for closed itemsets and their generators in association with
the methods of creating borders and eliminating branches
and nodes on the lattice, we can effectively and quickly
eliminate not only a class of frequent itemsets but also one
or more branches of equivalence classes of which elements
are insatiate the constraints. Third, a structure and a unique
representation of frequent itemsets with extended double
constraints are shown by representative closed itemsets and
their generators. Finally, all theoretical results in this paper
are proven to be reliable and they are firm bases to guarantee
the correctness and efficiency of a new algorithm,MFS-EDC,
which is used to effectively mine all constrained frequent
itemsets. Experiments show the outstanding efficiency of this
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new algorithm compared to modified post-processing algo-
rithms on benchmark datasets.
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1 Introduction
One of the most basic tasks in Data Mining is to discover the
groups of items, products, symptoms and so on, that appear
together in the given datasets. For this work, mining frequent
itemset, researched first by Agrawal et al. [1] in 1993, has
become more and more important and many new algorithms
or improvements have been proposed to solve the problem
more efficiently, such as Eclat [36], FP-Growth [18], FP-
Growth* [14], BitTable-FI [12] and Index-BitTableFI [29].
A main difficulty of frequent itemset mining is that the
cardinality of the solution set in the worst case is of expo-
nent (O(2m), where m = |A| and A is a set of items
appearing in transactions) that can lead to the quite high
computational and memory costs of mining algorithms. In
fact, users can only care about a small number of them sat-
isfying some given constraints. A model of constraint-based
mining has thus been developed [5,24]. Constraints help to
focus on interesting knowledge and to reduce the number of
patterns extracted to those of potential interest. In addition,
they are used for decreasing the search space and enhanc-
ing the mining efficiency. There are many different kinds of
constraints such as knowledge-based constraints, data con-
straints, dimensional constraints, interestingness constraints
and rule formation constraints [23]. In relation to the prop-
erties of constraints, two important types have been studied,
namely anti-monotone constraints [24], denoted as Cam , and
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monotone constraints [28], denoted as Cm . An itemset satis-
fies a constraintCam (orCm) if its arbitrary subset (or superset)
also satisfies the constraint. Cam is simple and suitable with
Apriori-like algorithms, so it is often integrated into them
to prune candidates. On the contrary, Cm is more compli-
cated to exploit and less effective for pruning the search
space.
Most previous approaches mine frequent itemsets with
either Cam or Cm . Mining frequent itemsets with both Cam
and Cm is of interest because, in fact, to come closer with
users’ true needs, quite many various kinds are used. This
can be accomplished by first mining frequent itemsets that
satisfy Cam using algorithms, such as Apriori [1,22], Eclat
[34], FP-growth [27], and then filtering the onesmatching Cm
in a post-processing step. This approach is inefficient because
it often has to test a large number of itemsets. A more com-
plicated solution is to integrate both Cam and Cm into the
algorithm to find all frequent itemsets satisfying them. How-
ever, authors in [20] showed that the integration of Cm can
lead to a reduction in the pruning of Cam since their properties
are opposite. Therefore, many authors have found difficulties
when facing to a quite complicated conjunction of Cam and
Cm . An impressed approach is to combine between constraint
properties and the condensed representation of frequent item-
sets, such asmaximal ones [11,21], closed ones or generators
[7,8,26,32,33]. Instead of mining all frequent itemsets, only
a small number of the condensed ones are extracted. Con-
densed representation has three primary advantages. First, it
is easier to store because the number of condensed ones is
much smaller than the size of the class of all frequent ones,
especially on dense datasets. Second, we exploit it only once
even when the constraints are changed. And last, the con-
densed representation can be used to generate all frequent
ones and this generation can be performedwithout any access
to the original dataset. In [9], the authors proposed a generic
algorithm to exploit frequent itemset with both Cam and Cm
using the minimal itemsets (like generators). They claimed
that there is a tradeoff in using two of these kinds of con-
straints concurrently, and thus it is sometimes better to use a
‘generate and test’ strategy. In [10], Bucila et al. pushed both
Cam or Cm into algorithmDualMiner and used the concept of
positive border as a condensed representation.Unfortunately,
it has to scan the datasetmany times aswell as perform a huge
number of useless tests on long itemsets, especially when the
minimum support is low. An Apriori-like algorithm, called
ExAMiner [6], uses both of these constraints to reduce not
only the input data but also the search space. However, its
main difficulty is to be executed again whenever the con-
straints are changed. Thus, the system is hard to immediately
return solution sets to users.
In this paper, we are interested in a problem that includes
a conjunction of Cam and Cm , and each comprises of different
specific constraints. Then, using closed itemsets and genera-
tors as condensed representations, we propose a new model
to deal with the problem presented.
1.1 Problem statement
Before formally describing the current problem, let us present
practical examples that motivate us to study and propose the
new results in this paper. Let us consider searching docu-
ments on the Internet where the finding needs of users are
very diverse. The datasets of information regarding docu-
ments are usually saved into the tables. Each row in a table can
contain keywords, appeared in a document, the author names
of the document, the type of document (Article, Book, Sort
Survey, and so on) and the research area. It is common that
online users usually take interest in looking for documents
that comprise of a given set of keywords. Expected documents
also have to be related to a specific topic A (including one or
more keywords belonging to A), but they are not involved in
other topic B (not having any keywords belonging to B). A
specific example of this problem is as follows. An online
user wants to look for research results from websites or
search engines such as CiteSeerX, Springer and ScienceDi-
rect. His/her need is to find the results related to keywords in
the set C ′21 = {‘sequential patterns’, ‘frequent sequence’,
‘web usage mining’, ‘sequential rules’}, but they are not
of authors in the list C ′11 = {‘Peter’, ‘Chan’, ‘Carmona’,
‘Matthews’}. In addition, the found results are also ‘Article’
and belong to the area of ‘Computer Science’. Specifically,
the purpose of this user is to find articles in the field of com-
puter science (the results have to contain both words in the
set C10 = {‘Article’, ‘Computer Science’}) that comprise
of at least a keyword of C ′21 and contain no authors in the
list C ′11. It is clear that the need above is practical and the
interest of many researchers nowadays. Other example for
the current problem is when we want to build a filter to allow
children searching interestingmovies on the internet. Then, a
compulsory key to obtain desired results is one in the set C10
= {movie}. Here, we only allow them to watch movies that
belong to kinds in the list, C ′21 = {‘Animated’, ‘Cartoons’,
‘Comedy’, ‘ Fiction’, or ‘Documentary’}, but they are for-
bidden to see types of movies in the list C ′11 = {‘Action’,
‘Horror’, ‘Violated’, ‘Secxual’, ‘Thriller’ and ‘Porn’}. In
other words, the aim is to allow children to find all enjoyable
and good videos (that are pulling in large audience) that are
‘movie’ and follow one or more kinds in C ′21 but are not any
types inC ′11. In fact, it is able to seemore different significant
examples.
A formal statement of the problem in our current research
is presented as follows.
Formal problem statement Let T be a dataset, A be the set
of all attributes or items in T . An itemset A is a non-empty
subset of A and a transaction in T is a set of items t ∈
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2A. The support of A, denoted as supp(A), is the number
of transactions that are superset of A. Given two threshold
values, s0 and s1, and three subsets, C10, C11 and C21, of
A such that 0 < s0  s1  1, C10 ⊆ C11  C21. A is
called frequent if supp(A) ∈ [s0, s1]. The task is to find the
classFSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) of all the frequent itemsets that
(1) includes a subset C10, (2) contains no items of a subset
C ′11 = A\C11 and (3) have at least an item belonging to
subset C ′21 = A\C21. In our second example above, C10 =
movies, C ′11 = L1 and C ′21 = L2. In other words, the goal
is to discover all elements A of FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) that
can be stated formally as below:
FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
def= {L ′ ∈ FS : C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆ C11 and L ′  C21}.
Note that the current problem is an extension of many of
our formerly considered problems. If s1 = 1, FS is the class
of all frequent itemsets in the traditional meaning. When
s1 < 1, we desire to consider frequent itemsets with supports
that are not too high because they sometimes are valuable.
For instance, they can help discover association rules with
high confidences from abnormal phenomena appearing in
frequent itemsets of which frequency is not necessary to be
quite high (such as new, unusual rules for both positive and
negative aspects in the field of network security or for find-
ing out the falsehood on the figure of socioeconomic field).
In addition, when the constraints are given special values,
we obtain frequent itemsets without any constraint or with
single constraints in simple forms,FS(s0) and FSC11(s0) in
[2] or FSC21(s0) in [3] or FS⊇C10(s0) in [16], or with dou-
ble constraints presented in FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) [17]. So, we
can find that the extended double constraint presented in this
paper is more general than that,FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1), shown in
[17], by extending a new kind of constraint set, C21, which
is an arbitrary subset of A. Indeed, when we assign C21 = ∅,
we immediately obtain the problem FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1). The
extension of the new constraintC21 orC ′21 has multiple prac-
tical meanings as shown in the examples above. A quite naïve
thought for solving the problem FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) is
to filter from the results of FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) those that sat-
isfy the constraint C21 in a post-processing step. However,
this will do so many useless tests, and as a result, it will
take much mining time. Thus, using the lattice of closed
itemsets and their generators which is also used in [2,3,15–
17], we study and propose a new method to effectively mine
frequent itemsets with above constraints, called extended
double constraints (EDC). EDC can be categorized into two
kinds, Cm(supp(L ′) ≤ s1,C10 ⊆ L ′ and L ′  C21) and
Cam(supp(L ′) ≥ s0 and L ′ ⊆ C11). Below are my contribu-
tions for the method to effectively discover frequent itemsets
with EDC.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this paper are as follows.First, the result
of the paper is the generalization of our former problems
which are to find frequent itemsets without constraints or
with simpler constraints. Particularly, it is an extension of
the problem FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) [17] of which the result has
been published in a good international journal by further con-
sidering a significant constraint, C21 or C ′21.
Second, we showed sufficient and necessary conditions for
the non-emptiness of the solution set. The conditions allowus
to turn checking the constraints on the very large number of
frequent itemsets into testing them on representative closed
itemsets of equivalence classes with quite small amount. Our
lattice-based approach becomesmore effectivewhen the con-
ditions are combined with the techniques of creating upper
and under borders to quickly eliminate branches or nodes on
the lattice. It also has a high sustainability in face of regu-
lar changes of the constraints following user’s need. Third,
we show a structure and a unique representation of frequent
itemsets with EDC that help us test the conditions on the
quite small number and size of generators. This representa-
tion also allows us to integrate the constraints into the process
of generating constrained frequent itemsets without checks
in a post-processing step. Finally, in practice, based on these
theoretical results, we propose a new algorithm, MFS-EDC,
to completely and distinctly exploit all frequent itemsets with
EDC. The advantages of MFS-EDC are that: it quickly dis-
covers all frequent itemsets that satisfy opposite constraints,
Cam and Cm, concurrently by pushing the constraints into
MFS-EDC without direct checks on them (post-processing
or naïve approaches can do this by directly testing the output
results of FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) on C21 or the ones of FS(s0)
on all constraints of EDC); it is easy to be turned into paral-
lel algorithms to obtain real time in mining process; it only
needs to access the original dataset once, even if the con-
straints are changed regularly. This considerably enhances
mining performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some pre-
liminary concepts related to the problem are reviewed in
Sect. 2. Approaches to deal with the current problem are also
considered in this section. Section 3 presents a rough parti-
tion and then a stricter partition of the solution set. In Sect.
4, we propose a structure of the solution set based on a nec-
essary and sufficient condition of closed itemsets and their
generators for the emptiness of FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1), and
a unique representation of frequent itemsets with extended
double constraint in each equivalence class based on closed
itemsets and their generators. We also propose an effi-
cient algorithm MFS_EDC to exploit all frequent ones
with extended double constraint. Experimental results will
be discussed in Sect. 5. The conclusions and future work
is presented in Sect. 6. Finally, for easier to read, the
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proof of the theoretical results in this study is moved to
“Appendix”.
2 Preliminary concepts and some approaches to
the problem
2.1 Preliminary concepts
For a binary dataset according to discovered data context
T def= (O,A,R), where O is a non-empty set of transac-
tions, A is the set of all items appearing in those transactions
and R is a binary relation on OxA. A set of items is
called an itemset. Consider two Galois connection opera-
tors λ : 2O → 2A and ρ : 2A → 2O defined as follows:
∀O, A : ∅ 
= O ⊆ O, ∅ 
= A ⊆ A, λ(O) def= {a ∈
A|(o, a) ∈ R,∀o ∈ O}, ρ(A) def= {o ∈ O|(o, a) ∈ R,∀a ∈
A} and, as convention, λ(∅) def= A, ρ(∅) def= O. We denote
h(A)
def= λ(ρ(A)) as the closure of A (h is called the clo-
sure operation in 2A). An itemset A is called closed itemset
iff1 h(A) = A [25]. The support of A ⊆ A, denoted
as supp(A), is the ratio of cardinality |ρ(A)| to |O|, i.e.
supp(A)
def= |ρ(A)|/|O|. The minimum and maximum sup-
port thresholds are denoted as s0 and s1, respectively, where
0 < 1/n ≤ s0 ≤ s1 ≤ 1 and n def= |O|. We only con-
sider non-trivial items in AF def= {a ∈ A|supp({a}) ≥ s0}.
Let CS be the class of all closed itemsets together with their
supports. With normal order relation “⊆” over subsets of A,
LC def= (CS,⊆) is the lattice of all closed itemsets organized
by Hass diagram. A non-empty itemset A (subset of AF )
is called frequent iff s0 ≤ supp(A) ≤ s1. Note that if s1 is
equal to 1, then the traditional frequent itemset concept is
obtained. Briefly, FS def= FS(s0, s1) def= {L ′ : ∅ 
= L ′ ⊆
A, s0≤ supp(L ′) ≤s1} denotes the class of all frequent item-
sets and FCS def= FCS(s0, s1) def= FS(s0, s1)∩ CS denotes
the class of all frequent closed itemsets. For any two non-
empty sets G, A : ∅ 
= G ⊆ A ⊆ A,G is called a generator
[25] of A iff h(G) = h(A) and (h(G ′) ⊂ h(G),∀G ′ :∅ 
=
G ′ ⊂ G). Let G(A) be the class of all generators of
A. Since G(A) is non-empty and finite [4], |G(A)| = k,
all generators of A are indexed: G(A)= {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}.
Let LCGdef= {〈L , supp(L),G(L)〉|L ∈ LC} be the lat-
tice LC of closed itemsets together with their generators
and LFCG(s0, s1)def= {〈L , supp(L),G(L)〉 ∈ LCG|L ∈
FCS(s0, s1)} be the lattice of frequent ones and the gen-
erators.
To present an effective approach for the current problem,
based on the closure operator h, we need an equivalence rela-
1 iff is denoted as if and only if.
tion on the class of itemsets to partition the solution set into
disjoint equivalence sub-classes.
Definition 1 ([31], Equivalence relation ∼A over
FS(s0, s1)) Consider the following binary relation ∼A on
FS(s0, s1), ∀A, B ∈ FS(s0, s1):
A ∼A B ⇔ h(A) = h(B).
Obviously, ∼A is an equivalence relation. For each A ∈
FS(s0, s1), we denote [A] def= {B ∈ FS(s0, s1) : h(B) =
h(A)} as the equivalence class of all frequent itemsets having
the same closure h(A) and for each L ∈ FCS(s0, s1), we
have [L] := {L ′ ⊆ L : L ′ 
= ∅, h(L ′) = L}. Using this
relation, we divide FS(s0, s1) into the disjoint equivalence
classes. We have the following proposition.





For each L ∈ FCS(s0, s1), each equivalence class
[L] contains frequent itemsets having the same closure L,
ρ(L) and especially, the same support as supp(L). More-
over, this partition allows us to decrease the storage of
the support of itemsets in each class, the production of
duplicate candidates and the independent exploitation of
each class by effective parallel algorithms in distributed
environment. There are effective algorithms in the liter-
ature to mine the lattice LCG such as CHARM-L [35]
and MinimalGenerators [34], Touch [30], GENCLOSE [4]
and CHARM-L and GDP [19].
2.1.1 Some approaches to the problem
Two post-processing approaches For the first algorithm,
MFS-PP-EDC1, we first find the class of all frequent itemsets
A ⊆ C11, A ∈ FS⊆C11(s0), by one of the well-known algo-
rithms such as dEclat or FPGrowthwith the consideration of
only items belonging toC11. Then, the remaining constraints,
supp(A) ≤ s1,C10⊆ A and A  C21, are checked to gen-
erate frequent itemsets satisfying EDC. For the second one,
MFS-PP-EDC1, we additionally integrate an anti-monotonic
constraint, A  C21, into one of the above algorithms to
obtain FS⊆C11,C21(s0) = {A ∈ FS(s0)|A ⊆ C11 and A 
C21} before testing the remaining monotonic constraints,
supp (A) ≤ s1, C10⊆ A. Note that, in fact, we often use
two dualistic constraints, A ⊆ C11 and A  C21 in the
form of A ∩ C ′11 = ∅ and A ∩ C ′21 
= ∅, where C ′11 =
A\C11 and C ′21 = A\C21 with the quite small sizes of C ′11
and C ′21.
The drawbacks of two these approaches are taking a lot
of time for mining FS⊆C11(s0) or FS⊆C11,C21(s0) again
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when EDC is changed, and for direct check the remaining
constraints on the large number of generated frequent item-
sets. If we keep all frequent itemsets in the memory with
s0 = 1/|O|, then that may need enormous storage, espe-
cially when n = |O| is quite large.
The approach of the paper Based on the partition (1) in the
Proposition 2 (which divides the solution set into disjoint
equivalence solution sub-classes), we firstmine only once the
lattice LCG containing closed itemsets and their generators
from T . Second, when constraints are changed, we quickly
determine from LCG the class FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) of
all closed frequent itemsets and generators with EDC. Note
that, with this partition, instead of checking the constraints
on the so large number of frequent itemsets, we just need
to do that on the quite small amount of closed frequent
itemsets belonging to LCG. In this step, based on monotone
or anti-monotone properties of constraints, the parent–child
relations in the lattice are used to quickly find the supersets
or the subsets of a closed itemset. That helps to significantly
reduce the search space when determining the elements
of FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1). Moreover, another outstanding
advantage of the partition is to allow us to design parallel
algorithms for concurrently, independently mining each the
sub-class. Finally, in each equivalence sub-class [L] with
L ∈ FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1), we completely, quickly and
distinctly generate all frequent itemsetswith EDC which are
represented uniquely through L and its generatorsG(L)—the
essential information of the class [L]. From the theoretical
results demonstrated to be reliable, we propose MFS-EDC,
an efficient algorithm for mining frequent itemsets that sat-
isfy EDC.
In next section, we first present an ineffective rough par-
tition of the solution set, and then, based on above approach,
we show a better strict partition for it.
3 Partitioning solution set by the equivalence
relation
For each L ∈ FCS(s0, s1), A ⊆ B ⊆ A,C ⊆ A, LB def=
L ∩ B, we denote: FSA⊆LB def= {L ′ ∈ [L] | A ⊆ L ′ ⊆
LB} = {L ′ 
= ∅ | A ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LB, h(L ′) = L} and
FSA⊆LB ,C
def= {L ′ ∈FSA⊆LB | L ′  C}.
3.1 The rough partition of the solution set
FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1)
From the partition in Proposition 1, we immediately obtain
the following rough partition for FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1).




Fig. 1 a Example dataset and b the corresponding lattice of closed





FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 . (1)
From this partition, we can independently exploit all
frequent itemsets with EDC in each equivalence class
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 .
Example 1 (Illustrating the disadvantage of the above rough
partition) The rest of this paper considers dataset T shown in
Fig. 1a. Charm-L [35] andMinimalGenerators [34] are used
to mine a lattice of all frequent itemsets and their generators.
The results are shown in Fig. 1b. Let us consider the con-
straints on supports s0 = 2/7, s1 = 1. For briefness, we
denote itemset {a1, a2, . . . , ak} as a1a2 . . . ak , for example,
{a, f, h} as afh. It is possible that there are many values of
constraints and closed itemsets L ∈ FCS(s0, s1) such that
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21, = ∅, even FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) = ∅.
Indeed, we consider examples as follows:
1. (i) For C10 = a,C11 = ad f h and C21 = ad f h, when
using the algorithm of post-processing approach
based on the partition in (1), with L = a f h ∈
FCS(s0, s1), supp(L) = 3/7, we have [L] =
{ f, f a, f h, f ha, h, ha}, but LC11 = a f h ⊆ C21, so
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21, = ∅. Moreover, after generating|FS(s0, s1)| = 35 itemsets and then directly test-
ing constraints on them corresponding to all different
closed frequent (CF) itemsets L inFCS(s0, s1), there
is no itemset L ′ in any of 9 CF classes [L] satis-
fying the constraints, so FSC10⊆C11,C21 = ∅ and
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21(s0, s1) = ∅.
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(ii) We obtain the similar result FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
= ∅ for other constraints, C10 = d,C11 = ad f and
C21 = ad f .
2. With C10 = a,C11 = ad f h and C21 = ah, for
all L ∈ FCS(s0, s1), we only have one class [L =
a f h] satisfying the constraints, FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 ={ah f, a f } 
= ∅, since supp(L) = 3/7, [L] =
{ f, f a, f h, f ha, h, ha}, i.e.FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
= FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21= {ah f, a f } 
= ∅.
Then, the post-processing approach takes quite much time
to generate all frequent itemsets in equivalence sub-classes
[L], corresponding to closed frequent itemsets L , and then
so many or even all sub-classes are eliminated because they
do not satisfy the constraints. From this example, we find
it is important to have sufficient and necessary conditions
and then impose them on the constraints and closed item-
sets L to narrow FCS(s0, s1) into FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1).
Here,FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) includes closed itemsetswhich
are not only frequent but they also satisfy constraints regard-
ing sub-items {C10,C11,C21} so that corresponding solution
subsets are not empty, i.e. FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 
= ∅.
3.2 Strict partition of solution set
FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
To briefly present the remaining results, we consider the fol-
lowing lemma which will be used to prove Propositions 3
and 4 in the next section.
Lemma 1 Let A, B, L ′, L ⊆ A : L 
= ∅, B 
= ∅,
(a)
(i) L ′ 
= ∅ ⇔ G(L ′) 
= ∅. If ∅ ⊂ L ′ ⊆ L and h(L ′) =
h(L), then G(L ′)⊆G(L).
(ii) If GB(L) def= {Li ∈ G(L)|Li ⊆ B} 
= ∅, then
GB(L) = G(LB).
(iii) Assume that A ⊆ B, ∀L ∈ FCSA⊆B(s0, s1)
def= {L ∈ FCS(s0, s1)|L ⊇ A,GB(L) 
= ∅}. Then,
∀L ′ ∈ FSA⊆LB ,∀Li∈G(L), then G(L ′) ⊆ GB(L) and
(hLi ) = h(LB) = L .
(iv) ∀U,U ∈ 2A : ∅ ⊂ U ⊆ V , we have U ∩
Minimal(V ) ⊆ Minimal(U ), i.e. if ∃M ∈ U ∩
Minimal(V ), then M ∈ Minimal(U ), where the set
Minimal(U ) consists of all minimal subsets of ele-
ments of U according to the normal order relation “⊆”
on subsets.
(b) Let Cond(Li ) be a logic condition expression related
to Li . Consider L ′ ⊆ A, L ′ 
= ∅, L ′ ⊇ A, h(L ′) =
L : ∃Li ∈ G(L ′) and assume that Cond(Li ) is true.
Let U
def= {Kk def= Lk\A|Lk ∈ G(L ′),Cond(Lk)}, V def=
{Kk def= Lk\A|Lk ∈ G(L),Cond(Lk)}-be finite sets. Then,
∅ ⊂ U ⊆ V, ∅ ⊂ Minimal(U) ⊆ Minimal(V ) and
we can always assume that i is the minimum index such
that Ki ∈ Minimal(U ). Moreover, L ′ ⊇ A + Ki and
Ki ∈ Minimal(V ).
(c) Let A ⊆ LB def= L ∩ B 
= ∅, Kmin be a non-empty




Kk∈Kmin:k≤i Kk, if i ≥ 1
∅, i f i = 0 , KU,i
def= Ki−1U \Ki
and K−,i
def= LB\(A + KiU ), ∀i ≥ 1. If L ′ = A + Ki +
K ′i + K∼i , where Ki ∈ Kmin, K ′i ⊆ KU,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,i , then
A ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LB. In addition, if Ki def= Li\A with Li∈GB(L),
then h(L ′) = h(LB) = L and L ′ ∈ FSA⊆LB .
Note that in general case, the reverse of the a.(iv) above
is not true. However, in the present special cases, if we add
some corresponding conditions, then the reverse assertion in
Lemma 1b is also true.
We denote C+ def= C11 ∩ C21,C− def= C10 ∩ C21,C∗ def=
C11\C21 andFCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
def= {L ∈ FCS(s0, s1)|
C10⊆LC11C21,GC11(L) 
= ∅}. It is obvious that
FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) ⊆ FCS(s0, s1), C− ⊆ C+ and
for every L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) 
= ∅, then ∅ ⊂
L ′\C21 ⊆ LC11\C21 ⊆ C11\C21 ⊆ C11, supp(C11) 
supp(L ′)  s1, supp(C10)  supp(L ′) s0. Thus, from now
on, we always assume that the following hypothesis (H1) is
satisfied:
0 < s0 ≤ s1 ≤ 1, C10 ⊆ C11  C21,
supp(C11) ≤ s1, supp(C10) ≥ s0. (H1)
Proposition 3 (Necessary and sufficient conditions of L ∈
FCS(s0, s1) for the emptiness of FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1)
and FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 , a better partition ofFSC10⊆C11,C21, (s0, s1)) Assume that the above hypothesis
(H1) is satisfied. Then:
(a) FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) 
= ∅ ⇔ FCSC10⊆C11,C21
(s0, s1) 
= ∅.






FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 . (2)
The following algorithm, MFCS-EDC, is to extract
FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) (the set of constrained frequent
closed itemsets which is the output of the algorithm) from
the input data which is the lattice LCG of all closed item-
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Fig. 2 MFCS-EDC algorithm
sets and their generators together with user constraints,
s0, s1, C10, C11 and C21 (Fig. 2).
Remark 1 Methods to eliminate nodes and branches of nodes
as well as to create monotonic upper borders and anti-
monotonic under borders on the lattice LCG to quickly
determine FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1).
When implementing the algorithm MFCS-EDC, to
quickly determine FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) from LCG, we
can use the methods of eliminating nodes and branches of
nodes, or creating upper and under borders while travelling
the lattice.We split the constraints inFCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
into the groups: monotonic Cmdef= (supp(L)  s1 and C10
⊆ Land L ∩ C11C21), anti-monotonic Camdef= (supp(L)
 s0) and Cnondef= (GC11(L) 
= ∅) (that is neither monotonic
nor anti-monotonic. An itemset satisfies a constraint Cnon if
it does not satisfy both Cam and Cm).
To use the advantages of the properties of Cm , when trav-
elling in the bottom-up direction of the lattice, standing at
one node L , if:
(i) The constraint Cm is not satisfied, then we immediately
wipe the branch with the root node L out of the lattice
(i.e. we do not need to consider all of nodes in this
branch since we know for certain that Cm will not meet
its requirement on them), and go to other branch.
(ii) Cm is satisfied and Cnon is not, then only L is eliminated
from the lattice.
(iii) Both Cm and Cnon are satisfied, then we still keep L on
the lattice.
(iv) The conditions of Cam or Cnon are not met, then L is cut
out of the lattice.
(v) Both Cam and Cnon are satisfied, then we put L on the list
of anti-monotonic under borders. So, it does not need
to check Cam on all of its predecessor nodes.
Similarly, we use five steps above when going in the top-
down direction of the lattice to consider Cam .
Note that we often pre-select one of two groups, Cam and
Cm , which is much more likely to be not satisfied, such as the
group with more constraints in the form of AND than other.
We also choose the bottom-up or the top-down first so that
eliminating branches is done before borders are created. For
the considering problem, it is more suitable to select Cam and
go in the bottom-up direction of the lattice first.
Example 2 Illustrating the good effect of the sufficient and
necessary conditions so that FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) = ∅
or FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 = ∅ when L ∈ FCS(s0, s1)\FCSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) and the effectiveness of themeth-
ods of eliminating branches and nodes, and creating
borders.
1. In Example 1.1(i), we just need to find one of the condi-
tions in (H1) which is not met: ad f h = C11  C21 =
ad f h, thenwe immediately resultFSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1)
= ∅ and FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 = ∅,∀L ∈ FCS(s0, s1). In
Example 1.1(ii), since other condition in (H1), 1/7 =
supp(C10) ≥ s0 = 2/7, is not satisfied, we lead to the
similar conclusion.
2. Consider Example 1.2, the groups of constraints Cam and
Cm for each L ∈ LCG, respectively, are {supp(L) 
2/7} and {supp(L)  1, a ⊆ L , L ∩ ad f h  ah}.
First, we go in the bottom-up direction of LCG in Fig.
1b. When using the properties of monotonic constraints,
the branches started at bceg and aceg (circled in red
by dashed lines) all are eliminated since the constraint
Cm : a  bceg and a = aceg ∩ ad f h ⊆ ah are vio-
lated (case (i)). For L = ac f h, the constraint Cnon :
GC11(L) = {Li∈ {c f, ch}|Li ⊆ C11 = ad f h} = ∅, is
not satisfied (case (ii)), so L /∈ FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1)
and we cut L out of the lattice (circled by dotted, dashed
lines in red); then, we only need to consider two remain-
ing nodes on the lattice, afh and adfh. The node adfh
(circled by dotted, dashed lines in blue) continues to be
eliminated since Cam : supp(adfh) = 1/7 < 2/7 is violated
(case (iv)). Second, in LCG remains only one node, afh,
and we travel in both the bottom-up and top-down direc-
tions started at L = a f h (circled by red solid lines). After
that, L is put into the lists of under and upper borders
since it satisfies all constraints Cm : C10 = a ⊆ LC11 =
L = a f h  C21 = ah, Cam : supp(L) = 3/7  2/7 and
Cnon : GC11(L) = G(L)= { f, h} 
= ∅. Finally, we have
FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) = {L = a f h} 
= ∅, [L] =
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{ f, f a, f h, f ha, h, ha}, so FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) =
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 = {ah f, a f } 
= ∅.
It is able to be found from this example that, for post-
processing approach, we have to take a lot of time to generate
all |FS(s0, s1)| = 35 frequent itemsets and then check them
on the constraints about sub-items. But, we only obtain two
of them, ahf and af, satisfying the constraints. Meanwhile,
based on the condition L ∈ FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) and
the methods of eliminating branches and nodes as well as
creating borders on the lattice, we quickly wiped out eight of
nine equivalence sub-classes (corresponding with 29 of 35
frequent itemsets), which did not meet the requirements of
the constraints, and only need to check one node.
Note that, in the final sub-class [L = a f h], after gener-
ating six frequent itemsets, we have to check them on the
constraints in the post-processing step which can still con-
sume time a lot. In next section, we will show the way to
partition FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 into two disjoint solution subsets
based on dividing the generators in GC11(L) into two parts
according to C21.
4 Structure of the solution set
FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) and algorithm MFS-EDC
4.1 Partition and explicit structure of each equivalence
class FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21
Going on the idea of partition, for ∀L ∈ FCSC10⊆C11,C21
(s0, s1), we divide each equivalence class
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21
def= {L ′ ∈ [L]|C10⊆ L ′ ⊆LC11 , L ′  C21}
into two disjoint parts based on the partition of generators
in GC11(L) as follows, GC11(L) = GC+(L) + GC11,C21(L),
where GC+(L) def= {Li ∈ G(L) : Li ⊆ C+} = {Li ∈
GC11(L) : Li ⊆ C21},GC11,C21(L)
def= {Li ∈ GC11(L) :
Li  C21}.
We first number all Ki ∈ Kmin,C−⊆LC+
def= Minimal{Ki def= Li\C_, Li ∈ GC+(L), 1 ≤ i ≤ M}
from 1 to M if GC+(L) 
= ∅ or set M = 0, if GC+(L) =
∅. Then, we continue to number, from M + 1, subsets
in Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
def= Minimal {Ki def= Li\C10, Li ∈
GC11,C21(L),∀i > M} and denote K+min,C10⊆LC11 ,C21
def=
Kmin,C⊆LC+ ∪ Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 .





Otherwise, if GC+(L) 
= ∅, we define:
LC−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗
def={L ′ ∈ FSC10LC11 ,C21 |∃Li ∈ GC+(L) :
L ′ ⊇ Li } and 2[C10\C21⊆LC∗ ]∗def={L∼
= ∅|C10\C21⊆ L∼⊆
LC∗}, KiU,C−⊆LC+
def= ⋃Kk∈Kmin,C−⊆LC+ ,k≤i Kk,KU,C−⊆LC+ ,i
def=
{
Ki−1U,C−⊆LC+ \Ki , if i ≥ 2
∅, if i = 1 , K−,C−⊆LC+ ,i
def= LC+\




def={L ′′ def= C_+Ki+K ′i+K∼i |Ki ∈Kmin,C−⊆LC+ ,
K ′i ⊆KU,C−⊆LC+ ,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,C−⊆LC+ ,i and (KkKi +K ′i ,













∅. On the contrary, we denote LC10⊆LC11 ,GC21
def=
{L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 |(∃Li∈GC11,C21(L) : L
′ ⊇








Ki−1U,C10⊆LC11 \Ki , if i ≥ 2
∅, if i = 1 ,
K−,C10⊆LC11 ,i
def= LC11\(C10 + KiU,C10⊆LC11 ) and:
FS∗C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
def= {L ′ def= C10 + Ki + K ′i + K∼i |Ki ∈ Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 ,
K ′i ⊆ KU,C10⊆LC11 ,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,C10⊆LC11 ,i and
(KkKi + K ′i ,∀Kk ∈ K+min,C10⊆LC11 ,C21 :
1 ≤ k < i)(∗∗),∀i > M}. (3b)
Finally, we denote FS∗C10⊆LC11 ,C21
def=




Obviously, FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21, = LC−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ +LC10⊆LC11 ,GC21 .
Proposition 4 (Partition, explicit structure and unique rep-
resentation ofFSC10⊆LC11 ,C21)Assume that the hypothesis
(H1) is satisfied and let L ∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1), then
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and thus, all ones in FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ andFS∗C10⊆LC11 ,C21 have a unique representation and are
generated distinctly;
(ii)
FSC10⊆C11,C21 = FS∗C10⊆C11,C21 . (4)
(i.e. each constrained sub-class FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 is
partitioned into two disjoint subsets FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ ,FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
).
Example 3 (Illustrating disjoint partition and structure of
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 ) According to Example 2.1, for L = a f h∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1), GC11(L)= { f, h}, we will illus-
trate the direct generation of two constrained frequent item-
sets { f a, f ha} in FSC10⊆LC11 ,LC21 , using (4) based on the
splitting ofGC11(L) = GC+(L)+GC11,C21(L), whereC+ =
LC+ = ah,GC+(L) = {h},GC11,C21(L) = { f }. Besides,
C− = a, LC∗ = { f }, Kmin,C−⊆LC+ = {K1 = h},
KU,C−⊆LC+ ,1 = ∅, K−,C−⊆LC+ ,1 = ∅, 2[C10\C21⊆LC∗ ]∗ =
{ f },FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ = {L
′ def= L ′′ + L∼ = a + h + f =
ah f }; Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 = {K2 = f }, KU,C10⊆LC11 ,2 ={h}, K−,C10⊆LC11 ,2 = a f h\{a + h f } = ∅,FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
= {L ′ = a+ f +K ′2+∅|∅ ⊆ K ′2 ⊆ {h}
and (K1  K2 + K ′2)} = {a f,withK ′2 = ∅} = {a f }, since
with K ′2 = h, then h = K1 ⊆ K2 + K ′2 = fh. So we reject
L ′ = a f h (as this itemset was belong to FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ )




= {ah f, a f }.
Remark 2 (An effective way to calculate subsets KU,i , K−,i
when finding sets in FS∗)
(a) To calculate FS∗C−⊆LC+ more effectively, we set K
i
U
def= KiU,C−⊆LC+ , KU,i
def= Ki−1U \Ki , K−,i def= LC+\(C_+KiU )
and then find that KU,i = [(Ki−2U \Ki−1) + Ki−1]\Ki =
(KU,i−1 + Ki−1)\Ki , K−,i = K−,i−1\Ki , ∀i ≥ 1 and
K0
def= KU,0 def= ∅, K−,0 def= LC+\C_. Thus, KU,i ={
(KU,i−1 + Ki−1)\Ki , if 1  i  M
∅, if i = 0 , K−,i ={
K−,i−1\Ki , if 1  i  M
LC+\C_, if i = 0 và K0
def= ∅.
(b) Similarly, we also have more effective recursive expres-
sions for FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
. If we set KiU
def= KiU,C10⊆LC11 ,
KU,i
def= Ki−1U \Ki , K−,i def= LC11\(C10 + KiU ), then, for∀ i  M + 1 2: KU,i = (KU,i−1 + Ki−1)\Ki , K−,i =
{
K−,i−1\Ki , if i  M + 2
[(LC∗\C10) + K−,M ]\KM+1, if i = M + 1 . Indeed, for
LC∗ = L ∩ C11\C21, since K−,M+1 = L ∩ C11\(C10 +
KM+1U ) = [LC∗\(C10 + KMU )\KM+1] + [L ∩ C11 ∩
C21\(C10+KMU )\KM+1] = [LC∗\C10\KM+1]+[L∩C11∩
C21\(C10 ∩ C21 + KMU \KM+1] = [LC∗\C10\KM+1] +[LC+\(C_+KMU )\KM+1] = [(LC∗\C10) + K−,M ]\KM+1.
Especially, if M = 0, then K_,1 = [(LC∗\C10) + K−,0]\
K1= [(LC∗\C10) + (LC+\C−)]\K1 = [(LC∗\C10) +
(LC+\C10)]\K1 = LC11\(C10 + K1).
* In brief, for ∀M  0(I f GC+(L) 
= ∅, then M > 0;




Kmin,1 = Kmin,C−⊆LC+ , i f Begin = 0
Kmin,2 = Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 , i f Begin=M
,
K+min




Kmin,1, i f Begin = 0




(KU,i−1 + Ki−1)\Ki , i f i  2
, i f i = 1 ,∀Begin ∈
{0; M}andKU,0 = ∅;
.K−,i =
{
K−,i−1\Ki , i f i  Begin + 2
First_\Ki , i f i = Begin + 1 .∀Begin ≥
0where First_ =
{
LC+\C_, i f Begin = 0






C−, i f Begin = 0
C10, i f Begin = M .




L ′ def= Sub_L + Ki + K ′i + K∼i , where Ki ∈
Kmin,M, K ′i ⊆ KU,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,i and (Kk  Ki +
K ′i ,∀Kk ∈ Kmin,C10 ⊆ LC11 ,  C+21 : 1 ≤ k < i),∀i 
Begin + 1, using the general algorithm below.
FSSub_L∗ = MFS − EDC − SubClass





(C−, Kmin,1, Begin = 1, KUBegin, K_Begin, Kmin,1)
And after the algorithm finishes, we obtain Begin =
M, KUBegin = KU,M , K_Begin = K−,M . After that,
we calculate new values, Begin = M + 1, KUBegin =




Begin = M + 1, KU,Begin, K−,Begin, K+min).
(c) Note that, the condition (∗∗) is not satisfied if ∃Ki ∈
Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 ∩ Kmin,C−⊆LC+ . Thus,
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Fig. 3 MFS-EDC-SubClass algorithm





def= Minimal{Ki def= Li\C10, Li ∈ GC11,C21(L),∀i >
M}\Kmin,C−⊆LC+ and K+min,C10⊆LC11 ,C21
def= Kmin,C−⊆LC+
+ Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 , respectively (Fig. 3).
(d) Since Kk and Ki are two minimal subsets belong-
ing to different sets Kmin,C−⊆LC+ and Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 ,
respectively, so they can still get equal values and we are
unable to replace the sign 
⊂ in (∗∗) by , i.e. if Kk = K ′i +
K∼i , then we still eliminate K ′i . Indeed, consider the example
in [4,16], for L = acd f h,G(L) = ${cd, ac f }, supp(L) =
1/6,C10 = a f d,C11 = acd f,C21 = cd, s0 = 1/6, s1 = 1.
Then, we have C+ = cd,C− = d, LC∗ = a f,GC11(L) =
G(L),GC+(L) = {L1 = cd},GC11,C21(L) = {L2 =
ca f }, Kmin,C−⊆LC+ = {K1 = c}, Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 ={K2 = c}, ∅ ⊂ a f ⊆ L∼ ⊆ a f, KU,C−⊆LC+ ,1 =
∅, K−,C−⊆LC+ ,1=acd f \(a f d + c)=∅,FS∗C−LC+ ,+LC∗ ={L ′′ + L∼ = (d + c + ∅ + ∅) + a f } = {dca f }; K ′2 ⊆
KU,C10⊆LC11 ,2 = K1\K2 = ∅, K∼2 ⊆ K−,C10⊆LC11 ,2 =
acd f \(a f d + c) = ∅, K ′2 = ∅, K∼2 = ∅, K1 = K2 +∅ =
c and then obtain a frequent itemset L ′ = a f d + c = a f dc
which coincides with L ′ = dca f in FS∗C−LC+ ,+LC∗ . There-
fore, we still wipe out L ′ corresponding with K ′2 = ∅
and FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
= ∅. Hence, FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
=
FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ = {dca f }.
Theorem 1 (Structure of the solution set
FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1))







Proof It is a consequence of (2) in Proposition 3 and (4) in
Proposition 4. unionsq
Remark 3 (Some typically special cases) When the con-
straints are gotten special values, we obtain better results
than those known in out former papers (since the way of cal-
culating sets KiU, KU,i and K−,i to find solution sub-classes
in this new version will take time less and thus more effective
than the former one, according to Remark 2).
(i) To show the structure of frequent itemsets with simple
double constraint FSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) in [17], we choose
C21 = ∅, with conditions changed as follows: C∗ =
C11 
= ∅,C+ = C− = ∅,FCSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) def=
{L ∈ FCS(s0, s1)|C10 ⊆ LC11 , LC11 
= ∅,GC11(L) 
=
∅}. Since GC+(L) = ∅, Kmin,C−⊆LC+ = ∅, M = 0,










= {L ′ def=C10 +
Ki + K ′i + K∼i |Ki ∈ Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,
K ′i ⊆ KU,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,i and (Kk  Ki +
K ′i ,∀Kk ∈ Kmin,C10⊆LC11 : 1 ≤ k < i)}, vói
KU,i =
{
(KU,i−1 + Ki−1)\Ki , i f i  1
∅, i f i = 0 , K−,i ={
K−,i−1\Ki , i f i  1
LC11\C10, i f i = 0 and K0
def= ∅ (see Remark 2).
(ii) To obtain the results presented in [16] or in [2] with sin-
gle constraints FSC10⊆(s0, s1) or FSC11(s0, s1), respec-
tively, we only need to not consider ones C11 or C10 in
(i) which can be performed by assigning C11 = A or
C10 = ∅, respectively.
(iii) When C10 = C21 = ∅,C11 = A, s1 = 1, we have
the structure of frequent itemsets without constraints,
FS∗(s0) = FS∗∅⊆A,∅(s0, s1). Then, GC11(L) =
G(L), ∀L ∈ FCS∅⊆A,∅(s0, s1) = FCS(s0) =
{L ∈ CS : ∅
= L , supp(L)  s0} and FS∗⊆L def=
{L ′ def= Li + L ′i + L∼i |Li ∈ G(L), L ′i ⊆ LU,i , L∼i ⊆
L−,i and (Lk  Li + L ′i ,∀Lk ∈ G(L): 1 ≤ k <
i)}, where KU,i =
{
(KU,i−1+Ki−1)\Ki , i f i 1
∅, i f i =0 ,
K−,i =
{
K−,i−1\Ki , i f i  1
L , i f i = 0 and K0
def= ∅.
(iv) To show the structure of frequent itemsetswith the dualis-
tic constraint FSC21(s0, s1)
def= {A ∈ FS(s0, s1)|A 
C21} in [3], we choose C10 = ∅,C11 = A. Conditions
are changed as follows: C∗ = A\C21 
= ∅, supp(A) 
s1,C+ = C21,C− = ∅,FCSC10⊆C11(s0, s1) def= {L ∈
FCS(s0, s1)|L  C21},G(L) = GC21(L) + GC21(L),
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Fig. 4 MFS-EDC algorithm










def= {L ′ def= L ′′ + L∼|L ′′ ∈ FS∗⊆LC21 ,
∅ ⊂ L∼ ⊆ L\C21}, FS∗⊆L ,GC21
def= FS∗∅⊆L ,GC21
and FS∗LC21 = FS
∗⊆LC21 ,+L\C21 + FS
∗
⊆L ,GC21 .
According to Propositions 3 and 4, we obtain two
procedures MFS-EDC-FirstSubClass and MFS-EDC-
SecondSubClass (pseudo code shown in Fig. 5a, b) to
produce constrained frequent itemsets in two sub-classes




then the procedure MFS-EDC-OneClass (see in Fig. 5) to
generate all constrained frequent itemsets in an equivalence
class. Using Theorem 1 and these procedures, the algorithm
MFS-EDC is proposed, shown in Fig. 4, for mining all fre-
quent itemsets with EDC.
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5 Experiments
Experiments were performed on a PC with an i5-2400 CPU,
3.10 GHz@ 3.09 GHz PC and 3.16 GB of memory, running
on Windows XP. The algorithms were coded in C#. To com-
pare the performance, the source code for Charm-L [35],
MinimalGenerators [34] and dEclat [36] was converted to
C#. Charm-L andMinimalGeneratorswere used to mine the
lattice of the closed itemsets and their generators. dEclatwas
used to exploit all frequent itemsets.
To test and evaluate our new proposed algorithm,
MFS-EDC, we compare its performance to those of two dif-
ferent new post-processing algorithms. The first one is called
MFS-E-EDC that is a newmodifiedversion ofdEclat formin-
ing frequent itemsets with the extended double constraint.
MFS-E-EDC is done by integrating constraints s0 and C11
into dEclat algorithm to discover only frequent itemsets satis-
fying two these constraints. Then, MFS-E-EDC implements
a post-processing step to filter frequent itemsets satisfying
the remaining constraints, s1, C10 and C21. The second new
post-processing algorithm is named MFS-PP-EDC that is a
modification of Gen_Itemsets [2]. MFS-PP-EDC includes
two steps. In the first step, it uses Gen_Itemsets to mine all
frequent itemsets without constraints. The second one is to
directly check all generated frequent itemsets on the con-
straints to filter frequent itemsets satisfying extended double
constraint.
We chose benchmark datasets in FIMDR [13] including
Pumsb, Connect, Mushroom, Chess, and T40I10D100K to
test the algorithms in performance. Pumsb, Connect, Chess,
and Mushroom are real and dense, i.e. they produce many
long frequent itemsets even for very high support values.
The other is synthetic and sparse. Table 1 shows their char-
acteristics.
We keep the support threshold s1 unchanged at 0.9.
Assuming that the size of C10 is m, then C11 with the size
of m + d∗|AF |/100(d. ∈ [1, 100]) is chosen. For each pair
of datasets (DB) and minimum support (MS), m ranges from
10 to 28 % of |AF | (step 2 %) and d = 60. For each pair of
C10’s size and C11’s size, there are 10 value triples of C10,
C11 and C21 randomly selected from AF (the size of C21 is
also chosen randomly).
Table 1 Dataset characteristics
Dataset #Items #Records Avg. length
Connect (C) 129 67,557 43
Mushroom (M) 119 8124 23
Pumsb (P) 7117 49,046 74
Chess (Ch) 75 3196 37
T40I10D100K (T40) 1000 100,000 40
Table 2 Time reductions ofMFS-EDC compared toMFS-PP-EDC and
MFS-E-EDC
DS-MS R_PP (%) R_E (%) DS-MS R_PP (%) R_E (%)
M-14 1.50 6.32 Ch-76 33.06 17.58
M-12 1.44 6.86 Ch-72 25.73 27.86
M-10 0.60 9.82 C-82 4.48 5.12
M-8 0.53 10.40 C-80 23.62 6.71
M-6 0.34 11.97 C-78 13.01 5.73
P-82 65.87 5.89 C-76 9.11 6.20
P-78 26.06 9.62 C-72 4.03 6.27
P-76 17.70 12.80 T40-1 45.27 5.41
P-74 11.71 16.17 T40-0.8 42.23 5.12
P-72 8.57 23.24 T40-0.6 41.12 4.87
Ch-84 3.51 2.94 T40-0.4 39.23 4.13
Ch-82 7.54 5.82 T40-0.2 38.01 3.98
Ch-80 2.85 2.90
Let T_EDC, T_PP_EDC, and T_E_EDC be the average
execution times of MFS-EDC, MFS-PP-EDC, and MFS-E-
EDC for 100 selected extended double constraints.
Table 2 shows the experimental evaluation of MFS-EDC
againstMFS-PP-EDC andMFS-E-EDC, where column DS-
MS denotes the dataset DS with the minimum support MS
(for example, M − 14 means the dataset Mushroom with the
minimum support of 14%), columnR_PP shows the ratios of
T_EDC andT_PP_EDC, and columnR_E reveals the rates of
T_EDC and T_E_EDC. Compared to MFS-PP-EDC, MFS-
EDC is faster for all selected datasets. The time is reduced
by 65.87–0.34 %. MFS-EDC is also much faster than MFS-
E-EDC for all datasets with the time reduction from 27.86 to
2.90 %.
We found that the reason for the reduction in the mining
time of MFS-EDC in comparison with MFS-PP-EDC and
MFS-E-EDC is because there are a large number of can-
didates which fail the last test of both MFS-PP-EDC and
MFS-E-EDC, leading to their lower performance. Note that,
for sparse dataset T10, the time reduction ofMFS-EDC, com-
pared to MFS-PP-EDC, in general, is not high (over 54.73
%) because the number of frequent itemsets is small and their
size is small too, leading to a low cost for testing the con-
straints. However, when compared to MFS-E-EDC for this
dataset, the figure is quite high, accounting for over 94.59
%. This can be explained that when constraints are changed,
MFS-E-EDC have to re-scan the original dataset, which will
take a lot of mining time, while MFS-EDC only needs to
travel back to the lattice.
Figure 6a, b show the comparisons of the average execu-
tion times for various support values. The performance and
scalability of MFS-EDC are superior to those of MFS-PP-
EDC and MFS-E-EDC.
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Fig. 6 a Performance results
for Chess and Mushroom. b
Performance results for Pumsb
(a)
(b)
Figure 7a, b show the results in the average execution
time of different numbers of constraints. We realize that
the performance gap between MFS-EDC and MFS-E-EDC
increases along with the number of constraints (#Con-
straints). The main reason is that, when the extended double
constraints changes,MFS-EDC executeswithout creating the
lattice of closed itemset and their generators again from the
dataset.
In general, MFS-EDC outperforms both MFS-PP-EDC
and MFS-E-EDC, especially when the minimum support is
lower and the number of constraints is high.
6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, in theory, checking the general constraints
was performed directly on the lattice of closed itemsets
and their generators based on partitioning solution set into
disjoint equivalence sub-classes. Instead of eliminating an
enormous amount of itemsets not satisfying the constraints
by so many direct checks, the partition helps to test and elim-
inate redundant, candidate equivalence classes only based on
the necessary conditions. Thereby, the structure and explicit
representation of FSC10⊆C11,C21(s0, s1) were shown and
proven to be reliable. On the basis of the theoretical results,
on practice, the corresponding algorithm,MFS-EDC, to find
solution set without generating any redundant candidate was
obtained. Its efficiency was verified and compared to several
post-processing algorithms on a lot of benchmark datasets in
the domain.
Based on saving a not too large number of the lattice of
closed itemsets and their generators, the approach of the
paper is sustainable through the regular changes of con-
straints given by online users. In addition, these generally
theoretical results are also the reliable basis for designing par-
allel algorithms that efficiently mine frequent itemsets with
more general constraints in real time.
Appendix
Appendix 1: Proof of Proposition 2
Obviously, ∀L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) ⊆ FS(s0, s1),
wehave L
def= h(L ′) ∈ FCS(s0, s1),FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1)
= ∑L∈FCS(s0,s1){[L] ∩FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1)} and [L] ∩
FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) = {L ′ ∈ [L]|C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆
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Fig. 7 a Performance results
for M-8 (Mushroom, minsup = 8
%) and C-70 (Connect, minsup
= 70 %). b Performance results
for T40-9 (T40I10D100K,





′  C21} = {L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆LC11 |L ′  C21} =FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 . unionsq
Appendix 2: Proof of Lemma 1 (a)
(i) We need only prove that G(L ′) 
= ∅ ⇒ L ′ 
= ∅,
the remain of the assertion could see in [4]. Indeed, if
G(L ′) 
= ∅, then ∃Li ∈ G(L ′) : ∅ ⊂ Li ⊆ L ′, i.e.
L ′ 
= ∅.
(ii) “⊆′′: ∀Lk ∈ GB(L) : Lk ∈ G(L), Lk ⊆ B, we
have Lk ⊆ LB ⊆ L , L = h(Lk) = h(LB), thus,
Lk ∈ G(LB).
.“⊇”: Conversely, ∀Lk ∈ G(LB), then Lk ⊆ LB ⊆
B, h(Lk) = h(LB); since GB(L) 
= ∅, so ∃Li ∈ G(L) :
Li ⊆ B, Li ⊆ LB ⊆ L and L = h(Li ) = h(LB) =
h(Lk), i.e. Lk ∈ G(L) : Lk ⊆ B or Lk ∈ GB(L).
(iii) Since GB(L) 
= ∅, so ∃L j ∈ G(L) : L j ⊆
LB
def= L ∩ B ⊆ L , so h(L j ) = L = h(LB). Denote
L∗ def= A∪L j , then A ⊆ L∗, ∅ ⊂ L j ⊆ L∗ ⊆
LB ⊆ L , L = h(L j ) = h(L∗) = h(LB) and L∗ ∈
FSA⊆LB 
= ∅. Moreover, ∀L ′ ∈ FSA⊆LB ,∀Li ∈ G(L),
since L ′ 
= ∅, by (i), then for any Li ∈ G(L ′) 
= ∅, we
have Li ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LB ⊆ B, h(Li ) = h(L ′) = L , thus
Li ∈ GB(L),G(L ′) ⊆ GB(L) and h(Li ) = L = h(LB).
(iv) Since ∅ ⊂ U ⊆ V,U and V are finite, so there
exist Minimal(U ) and Minimal(V ). If ∃M ∈ U ∩
Minimal(V ), and assume that M /∈ Minimal(U ), so
∃K ∈ Minimal(U ) ⊆ V such that K ⊂ M . It contra-
dicts the hypothesis M ∈ Minimal(V )!
(b) Consider ∀L ′ ⊆ A : L ′ 
= ∅, L ′ ⊇ A, h(L ′) =
L : ∃Li ∈ G(L ′),Cond(Li ). Then, Ki def= Li\A∈ U and
U 
= ∅. For any Kk def= Lk\A ∈ U :Lk ∈ G(L ′) ⊆
G(L),Cond(Lk), then Lk ∈ G(L) and Kk∈ V, thus,
U ⊆ V . Due to ∅⊂ U ⊆ V,U and V is finite,
then Minimal(V ) 
= ∅, Minimal(U ) 
= ∅. Consider
∀K j∈ Minimal(U ), then L ′ ⊇ A ∪ L j = A + K j and
K j∈ Minimal(V ). Indeed, assume K j /∈ Minimal(V ),
then ∃Kk def= Lk\A ∈ Minimal(V ) : Kk⊂K j , Lk ∈ G(L)
andCond(Lk); since Lk ⊆ A+Kk ⊆ A+K j ⊆ L ′ ⊆ L , so
L = h(Lk) = h(L ′), Lk ∈ G(L ′), Kk ∈ U ∩ Minimal(V ),
thus Kk ∈ Minimal(U ): it is a contradiction of the facts
K j ∈ Minimal(U ) and Kk ⊂ K j ! Hence, Minimal(U ) ⊆
Minimal(V ). We can always assume that i is the minimum
index in all ones of Ki in Minimal(U ).
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(c) If L ′ = A + Ki + K ′i + K∼i , where Ki ∈ Kmin, K ′i ⊆
KU,i , K∼i ⊆ K−,i , then, since Ki ⊆ LB, K−,i ⊆ LB,so
KU,i ⊆ Ki−1U ⊆ LB . Hence, A ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LB . If Ki def= Li\A,
with Li ∈ G(L), then ∅ ⊂ Li ⊆ A + Ki ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LB ⊆
L , so L ′ 
= ∅, L = h(L ′) = h(Li ) = h(LB) and L ′ ∈
FSA⊆LB .
unionsq
Appendix 3: Proof of Proposition 3
+“(a). ⇒ và b. ⊆′′: ∀L ′ ∈FSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1),
L ′ ∈FS(s0, s1),C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆ C11, L ′ C21, call L=h(L ′),
Li∈G(L ′) ⊆ G(L) (by Lemma 1a(i)) then supp(L) =
supp(L ′) ∈ [s0, s1],C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 , ∅ ⊂ Li ⊆ Li ∪
C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 ⊆ L and L = h(Li ) = h(L ′) = h(LC11).
Due to ∅ ⊂ L ′\C21 = L ′\LC21 ⊆ LC11\C21, then L ′ ∈
FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 , L ∈FCS(s0, s1),C10 ⊆ LC11  C21
and Li ∈ GC11(L) 
= ∅, i.e. L ∈FCSC10⊆C11,C21,
(s0, s1) 
= ∅.
“(a). ⇐” : ∀L ∈FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1),C10 ⊆ LC11 
C21,GC11(L) 
= ∅, let Li ∈ GC11(L) ⊆ G(L) : Li ⊆
C11 and L ′
def= (C10∪Li ) ∪ {a}, where a ∈LC11\C21 
=
∅. Then, a ∈ L ′\C21 
= ∅, so C10 ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 ⊆
C11, L ′ C21, ∅ ⊂ Li ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 ⊆ L and
L = h(Li ) = h(L ′) = h(LC11), supp(L ′) = supp(L)
∈ [s0, s1], L ′ ∈ FS(s0, s1). Thus, L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21
(s0, s1) 
= ∅.
+“b. ⊇′′: It is a consequence of Proposition 2 and
FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1) ⊆ FCS(s0, s1). unionsq
Appendix 4: Proof of Proposition 4
Note that, FSC10⊆C11,C21 = LC−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗
+LC10⊆C11,GC21 .Consider∀L ∈FCSC10⊆C11,C21,(s0, s1).
(i) +Theuniqueness in the representationof L ′′ ∈ FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,:
Assume that L ′ has two representations: L ′′ = C_+Kk +
K ′k + K∼k = C_+Ki + K ′i + K∼i , where 1 ≤ k < i,Kk and
Ki ∈ Kmin,C−⊆LC+ , K ′i ⊆ KU,min,C−⊆LC+ ,i, K∼i ⊆
K−,C−⊆LC+ i , K
′
k ⊆ KU,C−⊆LC+ ,k, K∼k ⊆ K−,C−⊆LC+ ,k .
Then, Kk ⊆ Ki +K ′i +K∼i , but due to Kk ⊆ KkU,C−⊆LC+ ⊆
KiU,C−⊆LC+ , K
∼
i ∩KiU,C−⊆LC+ = ∅,so Kk ∩ K
∼
i = ∅ and
Kk ⊂ Ki + K ′i (the equality does not happen, because Kk
andKi are two different minimal sets in Kmin,C⊆LC+ ) : it is
a contradiction of the selection of Ki!
+ The uniqueness in the representation of
L ′ ∈ FS∗C10⊆LC11 ,,GC21: Assume that L
′ have two
representations: L ′ = C10 + Kk + K ′k + K∼k = C10 + Ki +
K ′i + K∼i , where M ≤ k < i, Ki∈Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 ,





K ′i ⊆ KU,C10⊆LC11 ,C21,i , K
∼




, K∼k ⊆ K−,C10⊆LC11 ,C21,k . Then, Kk ⊆
Ki + K ′i + K∼i , but since Kk ⊆ KkU,C10⊆LC11 ,C21 ⊆
Ki
U,C10⊆LC11 ,C21
, K∼i ∩ KiU,C10⊆LC11 ,C21 = ∅, so Kk ∩
K∼i = ∅ and Kk ⊂ Ki + K ′i ((the equality does not also
happen, because Kk andKi are two different minimal sets in
Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21): it contradicts the selection of Ki !








FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 ⊆ FS
∗
C10⊆C11,C21 .
. “LC−LC+ ,+LC∗ ⊆ FS∗C−LC+ ,+LC∗ ”:∀L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆C11,C21 , ∃Li ∈ GC+(L) ⊆ G(L) :
Li ⊆ L ′, then L ′ 
= ∅ and L ′ ⊇ C10, Li ⊆ L ′ ⊆
LC11 ⊆ C11, Li ⊆ C+ ⊆ C21. Since L ′ ⊆ LC11 , so
based on C21, we can partition L ′ into disjoint subsets
L ′ def= L ′′ + L∼, where C− ⊆ L ′′ def= L ′∩C21 ⊆ LC11 ∩
C21 = LC+ ⊆ LC21 and C10\C21 ⊆ L∼ def= L ′\C21 ⊆
LC11\C21 = LC∗ . Moreover, due to L ′′\C21 = ∅, L∼ ∩
C21 = ∅, L ′ LC21 , so ∅ ⊂ L ′\LC21 = L∼\LC21 =
L∼, L∼ ∈ 2
[
C10\C21⊆LC∗
]∗. We need to prove that L ′′ ∈
FS∗C−⊆LC+ . Let Ki
def= Li\C_ = Li\C10(vì Li ⊆
C21),Cond(Lk)
def= (Lk ⊆ C+), U def= {Kkdef= Lk\C_|Lk∈
G(L ′′),Cond(Lk)}, V def={Kkdef= Lk\C_|Lk ∈ G(L),Cond
(Lk)} = {Kk def= Lk\C_|Lk ∈ GC+(L)}, then Li ⊆ C_+Ki
= C_∪Li ⊆ L ′′ ⊆ L , h(Li ) = h(L ′′) = L and Li∈G(L ′′),
thus, Ki∈ U ⊆ V, Kmin,C−⊆LC+ = Minimal(V ). From
Lemma 1b, we can always assume that i is the minimum
index such that Ki∈ Minimal(U ).Then, Ki∈ Minimal(V )
và L ′′ ⊇C_+Ki .We can represent L ′′ as follows: L ′′ def=C_+
Ki+K ′i+K∼i ,where K ′i def= [L ′′\(C_+Ki )]∩KiU,C−⊆LC+ ⊆
KiU,C−⊆LC+ \Ki = KU,C−⊆LC+ ,i , K
∼
i
def= [L ′′\(C_ + Ki )\
KiU,C−⊆LC+ ⊆ K−,C−⊆LC+ ,i .Finally, assume that the condi-
tion (∗) is false, i.e.∃Kk ≡ Lk\C−∈Kmin,C−⊆LC+ : 1 ≤ k < i
and Kk⊂Ki + K ′i , then Lk∈GC+(L) ⊆ G(L), Lk ⊆ C− +
Kk ⊆ C− + Ki + K ′i ⊆ L ′′ ⊆ L and Lk∈G(L ′′). Hence,
Kk ∈ U ∩ Minimal(V ), Kk ∈ Minimal(U ) and k < i : it
contradicts the selection of the index i !Thus, L ′′ ∈FS∗C−LC+ .




L ′ ∈ LC10⊆LC11 ,GC21 , we have L
′ ∈ FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 ,∃Li ∈ GC11,C21(L) ⊆ G(L) : Li ⊆ L ′, so L ′ 
= ∅,
L ′ ⊇C10, Li ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 ⊆ C11, Li  C21 and
(Lk L ′,∀Lk ∈ GC+(L))(−). From Lemma 1a, we have
h(L ′) = L and Li ∈ G(L ′). Let Cond ′(Lk) def= (LkC21,
Lk ⊆ C11), U def= {Ki def= Li\C10|Lk ∈ G(L ′),Cond ′(Lk)},
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V
def= {Ki def= Li\C10|Lk ∈ G(L),Cond ′(Lk)} =
{Ki def= Li\C10|Lk ∈ GC11,C21(L)}. From Lemma 1b, due
to Ki
def= Li\C10 ∈ U, then ∅ 
= U ⊆ V and we can choose
the minimum index i such that Ki ∈ Minimal(U ). Then,
L ′ ⊇C10 + Ki and Ki ∈ Minimal(V ) ≡
Kmin,C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 
= ∅. Since C10 + Ki ⊆ L
′ ⊆
LC11 , call L
′′
i
def= L ′\(C10 + Ki ) ⊆ LC11\(C10 + Ki ),
so L ′ = (C10 + Ki ) + L ′′i = C10 + Ki + K ′i + K∼i ,
where K ′i = L ′′i ∩ Ki−1U,C10⊆LC11 ⊆ K
i−1
U,C10⊆LC11 \Ki =
KU,C10⊆LC11 ,i , K
∼
i = L ′′i \Ki−1U,C10⊆LC11 ⊆ LC11\(C10 +
KiU,C10⊆LC11 ) = K−,C10⊆LC11 ,i . Finally, assume that the con-
dition (∗∗) is not true, i.e. ∃Ki def= Li\C10 ∈ Kmin,C10 ⊆
LC11 , C
+
21: 1 ≤ k < i and Kk ⊆ Ki + K ′i , then Lk ∈
GC11(L) ⊆ G(L), Lk ⊆ C11, Lk ⊆ C10 + Kk ⊆ C10 + Ki +
K ′i ⊆ L ′ ⊆ L and h(Lk) = h(L ′) = L . Hence, Lk ∈ (L ′),
Lk  C21 (because if Lk ⊆ C21, then Lk ⊆ C+ and Lk ∈
GC+(L) : it contradicts the above condition (−)!). Moreover,
Lk ∈ GC11,C21(L), Kk ∈ Kmin,C10 ⊆ LC11 ,G  C21∩U ,
Kk ∈ Minimal(U ) and k < i : it is a contradiction of the
selection theminimum index i such that Ki ∈ Minimal(U )!






+ “FS∗C10⊆LC11 ,C21, ⊆ FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21” We will prove
that FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ ⊆ LC−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ andFS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21







⊆ FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 .
. “FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ ⊆ LC−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ ”: ∀L
′ def= L ′′ +
L∼ ∈
FS∗C−⊆LC+ ,+LC∗ , L





def= Li\C− = Li\C10
(because Li ∈ GC+(L) ⊆ G(L), Li ⊆ C+ ⊆ C21)
and from Lemma 1c, L ′′ ∈ FSC−⊆LC+ . On the other hand,
since C10 = ( 
=) + (C10  C21) ⊆ L ′ = L∼ + L ′′ ⊆
LC∗ + LC+ = LC11 , Li ⊆ C_ + Ki ⊆ L ′′ ⊆ L ′ ⊆ LC11 ⊆
L , h(LC11) = h(L ′) = h(Li ) = L , ∅ ⊂ L∼ = L∼\C21 ⊆
L ′\C21, then L ′ C21. Hence, L ′ ∈ FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 and
L ′ ∈LC−LC+ ,+LC∗ .
.“FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,GC21
⊆ LC10⊆LC11 ,GC21” : ∀L
′ def=C10 +
Ki + K ′i + K∼i ∈FS∗C10⊆LC11 ,GC21 , Ki
def= Li\C10, Li ∈
GC11,C21(L) and (Kk  Ki+K ′i ,∀Kk ∈ K+min,C10⊆LC11 ,C21
: 1 ≤ k < i)(∗∗), then from Lemma 1a and c, due to
GC11,C21(L) ⊆ G(L), we obtain h(L ′) = L , L ′ ∈
FSC10⊆LC11 and L ′\C21 ⊇ Li\C21 ⊃ ∅, Li ⊆ Ki +
C10 ⊆ L ′, thus L ′ ∈FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 . To prove L
′ ∈
LC10⊆LC11 ,GC21 , in addition, we need to test the condi-
tion (−) : (Lk  L ′, ∀Lk ∈ GC+(L)) by contradiction.
Assume that ∃Lk ∈ GC+(L) ⊆ GC11(L) ⊆ G(L) : Lk ⊆
L ′ = C10 + Ki + K ′i + K∼i ⊆ L , Lk ⊆ LC+ ⊆ C21,
then Lk ∈ G(L ′) and k  M < i (from the above indexing k
of Kk). Using Lemma 1b, withU ′′
def= {Ki def= Li\C10, Li ∈
G(L ′),Cond(Lk)} and Ki def= Li\C10 = Lk\C− ∈ U ′′ 
=
∅,U ′′ ⊆ V, we can choose the minimum index k such
that Kk ∈ Minimal(U ′′) and Kk ∈ Minmal(V ) =
Kmin,C−⊆LC+ ⊆ K+min,C10⊆LC11 ,C21 . Since Kk ⊆ L
′\C10 =





i ∩ KiU,C10⊆LC11 = ∅, so Kk ∩ K
∼
i =
∅ and Kk ⊆ Ki + K ′i : It is a contradiction of the selection
of the index i in (∗∗)! Thus, the condition (−) is true.
Finally, all itemsets in FSC10⊆LC11 ,C21 have a unique
representation and are generated completely and distinctly
by itemsets in FS∗
C10⊆LC11 ,C21
. unionsq
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